Operational
Efficiency

PV Technology Assessment

How do I effectively automate my PV activities?

Benefits
A
 chieve more with your
existing team through
streamlined processes and
systems
M
 aximize value from
existing technology
investments
E
 nable improved visibility
and compliance across
functions
F
 uture-readiness to
support company growth
and meet evolving
regulatory requirements

PV continues to face challenges in an environment
of static headcount compounded by a scarcity of
capable resources
ICSR volumes continue to increase
C
 hanging regulatory requirements result in additional workload –
e.g., EudraVigilance 8.0
E
 merging GVP-like requirements around the world require similar
but different documents for submission to local regulators
D
 ifficulty in achieving robust oversight with information
scattered across systems and across functions

Navitas Life Sciences provides an integrated
approach leading to impactful results
S
 urvey of technology landscape to understand IT systems, level
of integration, and identify functionality that could be used to
automate PV processes
L
 everage best practices from our industry networks pvnet /
pvconnect / pvtech
E
 xplore how technologies such as cognitive computing can be
piloted to achieve further efficiency gains

Integrated,
Fit-for-Purpose
System

Deliverables
C
 omprehensive assessment report summarizing current state PV
technology benchmarked against industry best practices

Achieve more
with your
existing team

Enabling
Processes

R
 ecommendations and Technology Roadmap to achieving a
compliant, high-performing PV System
IT Business Case for senior management describing near-term
and long-term benefits from implementing the Technology
Roadmap

About Navitas Life Sciences
As a partner for the industry, Navitas Life Sciences leverages industry insights, consulting
and technology capabilities to deliver full service clinical, regulatory and safety solutions and
desired outcomes to clients. As the dedicated life sciences brand of TAKE Solutions, Navitas
harnesses the combined knowledge and experience of three legacy brands—Ecron Acunova,
Navitas, and Intelent—to provide end-to-end services and solutions. Navitas helps clients
address their most critical problems by bringing together the capabilities of a full-service CRO,
a technology-led life sciences services provider across clinical, regulatory and safety, and a life
sciences big data services and analytics provider. Operating from 7 countries across the globe,
Navitas works with over 150 customers in Life Sciences.
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